ABSTRACT. A member of a class of evolution systems is defined by averaBing a oneparameter family of invertible transformations G with a semigroup T The resulting evolution system, U(t,s) G(t)T(t-s)G(s) -1, preserves continuity and strong continuity, and in case G is a linear family, may have an identifiable generator and resolvent both of which are constructed from T. Occurrences of the class of evolutions are given to show possible applications.
ii. T(0) I, and
iii. if x is an element of C, {(p,T(p)(x)) p > 0 } is continuous.
(D2 By the relationship U(t,s) T(t-s), each semigroup is a specialized evolution system. One approach to the study of evolution systems has been to study semi- groups and try to generalize to evolution systems properties the semigroups display. A second approach (see Ball [i] , or Neveu [8] ) has been to embed U into a semigroup T on [0, =)xC by the action T(t)(s,x) (t+s,U(t+s,s)x) and study T.
Goldstein ([4] ), however, has shown that even if U has linear, non-expansive maps and analytic trajectories, T may not even have Lipschitz maps and hence may fail to satisfy the hypothesis which is typically used in theorems about semigroups.
This paper gives an alternative approach to studying evolution systems through semigroups. Here the evolution systems is not studied by analogy but rather by identifying a class of evolution systems for which semigroups are actual structural components.
Results concern the structure of such evolution systems as they relate to the existing theory for evolution systems. Examples are given that illustrate under what conditions these evolution systems occur.
DEFINITIONS and THEOREMS.
In addition to the notation established in the introduction, the following notation will be used. {(x,y)
x g C and y
Theorem i establishes a way of combining a semigroup with a one parameter family so that the result exhibits evolution system structure.
Conditions are given under which the frm of the infinitesimal generator can be guaranteed. 
For strong continuity, suppose that s _> 0, x g C, and
{t n} converges to t in [s, ).
is a bounded number continuous -I sequence, and G is strongly continuous at T(t-s)G(s) (x).
Thus each term of the final inequality can be made arbitrarily small and each trajectory of U is continuous.
With G satisfying the additional assumptions, suppose x is -i an element of H so that y G(t) (x) is in the domain of B and Also, U(t,s)(x) is defined to be v(t). Consider
Notice that A(t)(f (t)) makes sense since by assumption 
The first term converges to 0 by the differentiability of T at and by the uniqueness of solutions U(t,s)(x)=v(t)=f (t)
In earlier work on nonlinear evolution systems (see for instance Crandall [3] ) the assumption of accretiveness on the arguments of A provides existence of resolvents for A from which product formulas for the evolution system can be constructed. Since y
G(t)(I -mB)-l(mG(t)-lG'(t)G(t)-l(y)+(t)-l(x)), it follows that (I mg)G(t)-l(y) mG(t)-lG '(t)G(t)-l(y)+(t)-l(x), G(t)-l(y) m(BG(t)-l(y) + G(t)-lG (t)G(t)-l(y)) G(t)-l(x), and y m((G(t)BG(t)
-1 + G'(t)G(t)-l)(y)) x that is, (I mA(t))(y) x.
Reversing the calculations shows that any such point must be a fixed point of -i F m. Thus y (I -mA(t)) (x). There appear to be several possibilities for the application of the evolution structure identified in the preceding theorems.
Example 1. In [7] , Neuberger studied semigroups of Lipschitz transformations so that if T is one of them, then there is c > 0 so that if x and y are elements Even when existing theories cover a given evolution system, the structures studied here may provide alternative computation possibilities. AG(t)(f(t)) + G(t)(f'(t)) AG(t)(f(t)) + G(t)G(t)-iCG(t)(f(t)). Hence y'(t) (A + C)(y(t)) and y(0) x. Notice that the burden for solution is shifted from evaluating the convergence of approximate solutions to finding a fixed point associated with a compact map.
G(t)-iCG(t)(f(t)
)
0UESTIONS.
In Example In this case f(p) A/p works. Any systematic application for the evolution system in this paper must include an analysis of the conditions under which a -i family {B(t)} can be algebraically resolved to the form {G(t)fG(t) }t < 0" t <0 Theorem i identifies a closed form for the evolution generator in case G is -I a linear family. Can other forms of the generator for G(t)T(t-s)G(s) be identified when G is not linear?
